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Abstract. Fuzzy and intuitionistic fuzzy set theories span a wide range of application 
ranging from industrial process control to medical diagnosis and group decisions 
processes. For this reason, the generalization of the notions intuitionistic fuzzy medial 
subalgebras and intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideals in BCI-algebras by using t-norm T and 
s-norm S are given. Moreover some interesting results are investigated. Moreover, some 
algorithms for medial ideals and fuzzy medial ideals have been constructed. 
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1. Introduction  
The theory of BCK/BCI algebras introduced by Imai and Iséki [4,5] and has been studied 
deeply by several researchers. The concept of fuzzy subset and various operations on it 
were first introduced by Zadeh in [37]. Xi [36] introduced the concepts of fuzzy 
subalgebras and ideals in BCI-algebras and discussed some properties of them. The idea 
of intuitionistic fuzzy set was first published by Atanassov [1] as a generalization of the 
notion of fuzzy set. A similar treatment in the BCI-algebras and related algebraic 
structures were carried out by many researchers [2,6-9,26-35]. Meng and Jun [16] studied 
medial BCI-algebras. Mostafa et.al [18] introduced the notion of medial ideals in BCI- 
algebras. They stated the fuzzification of medial ideals and investigated its properties. On 
the other hand, triangular norm is a powerful tool in the theory research and application 
development of fuzzy sets [3,14,15,22-25]. Lee et al. [12] discussed fuzzy translations, 
(normalized, maximal) fuzzy extensions and fuzzy multiplications of fuzzy subalgebras 
in BCK/BCI-algebras and introduced the relations among fuzzy translations, (normalized, 
maximal) fuzzy extensions and fuzzy multiplications. In [20,21], concepts of 
(intuitionistic) fuzzy translation to (intuitionistic) fuzzy H-ideals in BCK/BCI-algebras 
are introduced. Moreover, the notion of fuzzy extensions and fuzzy multiplications of 
fuzzy H-ideals with several related properties are investigated. Also, the relationships 
between fuzzy translations, fuzzy extensions and fuzzy multiplications of fuzzy H-ideals 
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are investigated. In the light of the developments made so far, in this paper the concepts 
of intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy magnified translation medial ideals in BCI-algebras is 
introduced and some interesting results are obtained. 
 
2. Preliminaries 
We review some definitions and properties that will be useful in our results. 
 
Definition 2.1. [4,5]. An algebraic system )0,,( ∗X of type (2, 0) is called a BCI-algebra if 
it satisfying the following conditions: 
     (BCI-1)  ((x *y) *(x * z)) *(z * y) = 0,  
     (BCI-2) (x * (x * y)) * y = 0, 
     (BCI-3)  x * x = 0,  
     (BCI-4) x * y = 0  and y * x = 0  imply x = y, 
for all Xzyx ∈ and , . In a BCI-algebra X, we can define a partial ordering “ ≤ ” by 

yx ≤  if and only if 0=∗ yx . 
In what follows, X will denote a BCI-algebra unless otherwise specified. 

 
Definition 2.2. [16,19] A BCI-algebra )0,,( ∗X  of type (2, 0) is called a medial BCI-

algebra if it satisfying the following condition: )()()()( uyzxuzyx ∗∗∗=∗∗∗ , for 

all  Xuzyx ∈ and ,, .  
 
Lemma  2.3. [16] An algebra (X,∗ , 0) of type (2, 0) is a medial BCI-algebra if and only 
if it satisfies the following conditions: 

(i) )(  )( xyzzyx ∗∗=∗∗  

(ii)  xx =∗ 0  
(iii)  0=∗ xx  

 
Lemma 2.4. [16] In a medial BCI-algebra X, the following holds: yyxx =∗∗ )( , for 

all Xyx ∈ , .   
 
Lemma 2.5. Let X be a medial BCI-algebra, then yxxy ∗=∗∗ )(0 , for all Xyx ∈ , . 
 
Definition 2.6. A non empty subset S of a medial BCI-algebra X is said to be medial sub-
algebra of X, if Syx ∈∗ , for all Syx ∈, . 
 
Definition 2.7. [10,17]. A non-empty subset I of a BCI-algebra X is said to be  

  ) 1( a BCI-ideal of X if it satisfies:  
     (I1) ,0 I∈  

     (I2) Iyx ∈∗ and Iy ∈  implies Ix ∈  for all Xyx ∈ , .  
(2) medial ideal of X if it satisfies 
     (M1) ,0 M∈  

     (M2) Mxyz ∈∗∗ )( and Mzy ∈∗  imply Mx ∈  for all Xzyx ∈ and , .  
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Proposition 2.8. [18] Any medial ideal of a BCI-algebra must be a BCI-ideal but the 
converse is not true. 
 
Proposition 2.9.  Any BCI- ideal of a medial BCI-algebra is a medial ideal.  
Proof: Straightforward. 
 
Example 2.10. Let X = {0,1,2,3,4,5} be a set with a binary operation ∗  defined by the 
following table: 
 

*  0 1 2 3 4 5 
0 0 0 0 0 4 4 
1 1 0 1 0 4 4 
2 2 2 0 0 4 4 
3 3 2 1 0 4 4 
4 4 4 4 4 0 0 
5 5 4 5 4 1 0 

 
We can prove that )0,,( ∗X  is a BCI-algebra and  A = {0, 1, 2, 3} is a medial-ideal of X.  
 
Definition 2.11. [13] A triangular norm (t-norm) is a function T: [0,1]x[0,1]→ [0,1] that 
satisfies following conditions: 
      (T1)   boundary condition :T(x, 1) = x, 
      (T2)   commutativity condition: T(x, y) = T(y, x), 
      (T3)   associativity condition :T(x, T(y, z)) = T(T(x, y), z), 
      (T4)   monotonicity:T(x, y) ≤ T(x, z) ,whenever y ≤ z for all x, y, z ∈[0, 1]. 
A simple example of such defined t-norm is a function T (α, β) = min{α, β}. 

∈In the general case T (α, β) ≤ min{α, β} and T (α, 0) = 0 for all α, β  [0, 1]. 
 
Definition 2.12. [11 ] Let X be a BCI-algebra. A fuzzy subset µ in X is called a fuzzy 
subalgebra of X with respect to a t-norm T (briefly, a T-fuzzy subalgbra of X) if 

)},(),({)( yyxTx µµµ ∗≥ for all Xyx ∈, . 
 
Definition 2.13. [13] A triangular conorm (t-conorm S) is a mapping S: [0,1] x 
[0,1]→ [0,1] ,that satisfies following conditions: 
      (S1) S(x, 0) = x, 
      (S2) S(x, y) = S(y, x), 
      (S3) S(x, S(y, z)) = S(S(x, y), z), 
      (S4) S(x, y) ≤ S(x, z) , whenever y ≤ z for all x, y, z ∈[0, 1]. 
A simple example of such definition s-norm S is a function S(x, y) = max{x, y}.  
Every S- conorm S has a useful property:  ∈max{α, β}≤ S (α, β) for all α, β  [0, 1]. 
 
3. T, S -Fuzzy medial ideals 
 Definition 3.1. [11 ] Let X be a BCI-algebra.  
(1) A fuzzy set µ  in X is called T- fuzzy BCI- ideal of X if it satisfies:  

     (TI1) ),()0( xµµ ≥  
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     (TI2) )},(),({)( yyxTx µµµ ∗≥  for all Xzyx ∈ and , . 

 (2)  A fuzzy set λ  in X is called S- fuzzy BCI- ideal of X if it satisfies:  
     (SI1) ),()0( xλλ ≤  

     (SI2) )},(),({)( yyxSx λλλ ∗≤  for all Xzyx ∈ and , . 
 
Definition 3.2. Let X be a BCI-algebra.  
  (1) A fuzzy set µ  in X is called T- fuzzy medial -ideal of X if it satisfies:  

     (FM1) ),()0( xµµ ≥  

     (FM2) )},()),(({)( zyxyzTx ∗∗∗≥ µµµ for all Xzyx ∈ and , . 

   (2) A fuzzy set λ  in X is called S- fuzzy medial -ideal of X if it satisfies:  
     (FS1) ),()0( xλλ ≤  

     (FS2) )},()),(({)( zyxyzSx ∗∗∗≤ λλλ for all Xzyx ∈ and , . 
 
Example 3.3. Let X = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} be a set with a binary operation ∗  as Example 
2.10. Let ]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[: →×mT  be a function defined by Tm (α, β) = max {α + β − 1, 

0} for all α, β ∈ [0, 1] is a t-norm (cf. [10]). By routine calculations, we known that a 
fuzzy set µ in X defined by µ(1) = 0.3 and µ(0) = µ(2) = µ(3) = µ(4) = µ(5) =0.9 is a Tm-
fuzzy BCI-ideal of X, which is a Tm-fuzzy medial-ideal because ≥)(xµ yzT (({ ∗µ  

),x∗   ∗y(µ  )}z  and  ]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[: →×mS  be a function defined by  =),( βαmS  

min { }1),(1 βα +− . Then By routine calculations, we known that a fuzzy set  λ in X 

defined by λ  (5) = 0.8 and λ (0) =λ (1) = λ (2) = λ (3) = λ (4) = 0.3 is a Sm-fuzzy 
medial-ideal because )},(),({)( yyxSx m λλλ ∗≤  for all Xzyx ∈ and , . 

 
Lemma 3.4. Any T-fuzzy medial- ideal of a BCI-algebra is T- fuzzy BCI- ideal of X. 
Proof: Straightforward. 
 
Lemma 3.5. Any S-fuzzy medial- ideal of a BCI-algebra is S- fuzzy BCI- ideal of X. 
Proof: Straightforward. 
 
Example 3.6. Let }3,2,1,0{=X be a set with a binary operation∗ define by the following 
table: 

∗  0 1 2 3 

0 0 1 2 3 

1 1 0 3 2 

2 2 3 0 1 

3 3 2 1 0 

 We can prove that )0,,( ∗X  is a BCI-algebra. Define )(xµ  and )(xλ as follows: 
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)(xµ = 


 =

otherwise

xif

6.0

}1,0{9.0
 and  )(xλ = 









=
=
=

37.0

26.0

}1,0{2.0

ifx

xif

xif

 

Let ]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[: →×mT  be a function defined by Tm (α, β) = max {α + β − 1, 0} and  

]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[: →×mS  be a function defined by { }1),(1min),( βαβα +−=mS . For 

all, ]1,0[, ∈βα  .It is easy to check that  µ  is mT - fuzzy medial ideal and λ  is mS -

fuzzy medial -ideal of X. 
 
4. Intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy  medial ideals  
An Intuitionistic fuzzy set (briefly IFS) A in a nonempty set X is an object having the 
form },|))(),(,{( XxxxxA AA ∈= λµ  where the function Aµ : ]1,0[→X  and Aλ : X  

]1,0[→  denote the degree of membership and degree of non membership, respectively 

and 1)()(0 ≤+≤ xx AA λµ , for all Xx ∈ . An intuitionistic fuzzy set =A ),(,{( xx Aµ   

},|))( XxxA ∈λ  in X can be identified to an order pair ),( AA λµ in XX II × . We shall 

use the symbol ),( AAA λµ= for IFS }|))(),(,{( XxxxxA AA ∈= λµ .  
 
Definition 4.1. [11] An IFS ),( AAA λµ= in a BCI-algebra X is called intuitionistic 
(T,S)- fuzzy subalgebra of X if it satisfies the following : 
     (IFMS1) )}(),({)( yxTyx AAA µµµ ≥∗ , 

     (IFMS2) )}(),({)( yxSyx AAA λλλ ≤∗ ,for all Xyx ∈, .  
 
Example 4.2. Let }5,4,3,2,1,0{=X as in example 2.10, and ),( AAA λµ= be an I F S in 

X defined by )0(7.03.0)5()4()3()2()1( AAAAAA µµµµµµ =<===== and =)1(Aλ  

>==== 5.0)5()4()3()2( AAAA λλλλ )0(2.0 Aλ= . Let ]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[: →×T  be a 

function defined by { }0,1max),( −+= βαβαmT , and  ]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[: →×S  be a 

function defined by { }1),(1min),( βαβα +−=S .By routine calculations , we can prove 

that ),( AAA λµ= is a intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy subalgebra of X. 
 
Lemma 4.3. Every intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy subalgebra ),( AAA λµ= of X satisfies the 

inequalities )()0( xAA µµ ≥ , and )()0( xAA λλ ≤ for all Xx ∈ .  
Proof: Straightforward. 
 
Definition 4.4. [4] An IFS ),( AAA λµ=  in X is called intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy BCI-
ideal of X if it satisfies the following inequalities: 
     (IFI1) )()0( xAA µµ ≥ and )()0( xAA λλ ≤  

     (IFI2) )},(),({)( yyxTx AAA µµµ ∗≥  
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       (IFI3) )},(),({)( yyxSx AAA λλλ ∗≤ for all ., Xyx ∈  
 
Definition 4.5. An IFS ),( AAA λµ=  in X is called intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial 
ideal of X if it satisfies the following inequalities. 
     (IFM1) )()0( xAA µµ ≥ and )()0( xAA λλ ≤  

     (IFM2) )},(),(({)( zyxyzTx AAA ∗∗∗≥ µµµ  

     (IFM3) )},(),(({)( zyxyzSx AAA ∗∗∗≤ λλλ for all .,, Xzyx ∈  
 
         We now illustrate the above definitions by using some examples. 
 
Example 4.6. Let }3,2,1,0{=X be a set with a binary operation∗ define by the following 
table: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Define  
 
 

X 0 1 2 3 

µA 0.9 0.6 0.2 0.2 

λB 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.8 

 
Let ]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[: →×T  be a function defined by { }0,1max),( −+= βαβαT , and 

:S  ]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[ →×  be a function defined by  { }1),(1min),( βαβα +−=S . By 

routine calculations, we can prove that, ),( AAA λµ= is   intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy 
medial ideal (sub-algebra)  of X.   
 
Lemma 4.7.  Let ),( AAA λµ= be intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideal of X. If yx ≤  in X, 

then ),()( yx AA µµ ≥ )()( yx AA λλ ≤ , for all Xyx ∈, .  
Proof: Let Xyx ∈, be such that yx ≤ , then 0=∗ yx . From (IFM2), lemma2.5), we have  

)}0()),(0({)( ∗∗∗≥ yxyTx AAA µµµ )}(),(({ yyxT AA µµ ∗=  

= )()}(),0({ yyT AAA µµµ = . 

Similarly, form (IFM3), we have )},0()),(0({)( ∗∗∗≤ yxySx AAA λλλ  hence, 

=∗≤ )}(),({)( yyxSx AAA λλλ )()}(),0({ yyS AAA λλλ = . 
 

∗  0 1 2 3 

0 0 1 2 3 

1 1 0 3 2 

2 2 3 0 1 

3 3 2 1 0 
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Lemma 4.8.  Let ),( AAA λµ=  be intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideal of X, if the 

inequality zyx ≤∗ hold in X, then )},(),({)( zyTx AAA µµµ ≥  ),({)( ySx AA λλ ≤  

)}(zAλ , for all Xzyx ∈,, .  

Proof: Let Xzyx ∈,, be such that zyx ≤∗ . Thus, put 0=z  in (IFM2), (using Lemma 
2.5 and Lemma 4.7), we get,  

=∗∗∗≥ )}0(),(0({)( yxyTx AAA µµµ ≥∗ )}(),({ yyxT AA µµ  })(),(max{

)()*(sin 444 8444 76 zyxce

AA

AA

yz

µµ

µµ
≤

.  
     Similarly we can prove that, )}()),({)( yzSx AAA λλλ ≤ . 
 
Theorem 4.9. Every intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideal of X is intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy 
subalgebra of X. 
Proof: Let ),( AAA λµ= be intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideal of X. Since xyx ≤∗ , for 

all Xyx ∈, , then )()( xyx AA µµ ≥∗ , )()( xyx AA λλ ≤∗ .Put z = 0 in (IFM2), (IFM3), we 

have )}0()),(0({)()( ∗∗∗≥≥∗ yxyTxyx AAAA µµµµ = )}()),(({ yyxT AA µµ ∗   

)}(),({ yxT AA µµ≥ Now )}0()),(0({)()( ∗∗∗≤≤∗ yxySxyx AAAA λλλλ =

)}(),({ yyxS AA λλ ∗ }(),({ yxS AA λλ≤ . Then ),( AAA λµ= is  intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy 
subalgebra of X.  
  The converse of theorem 4.10 may not be true. For example, the intuitionistic (T,S)- 
fuzzy subalgebra ),( AAA λµ= in example 4.2 is not intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideal 

of X since )}44()),14(4({5.02.0)1( ∗∗∗=<= AAA T µµµ . 
 
Lemma 4.10. Let ),( AAA λµ= be intuitionistic (T,S)-fuzzy medial ideal (subalgebra) of 

X, such that )},(),({)( zyTx AAA µµµ ≥ )}(),({)( zySx AAA λλλ ≤ , and the inequality 

zyx ≤∗ are satisfied for all Xzyx ∈,, . Then ),( AAA λµ= is intuitionistic (T,S)- 
fuzzy medial ideal (subalgebra)  of X.  
Proof: Let ),( AAA λµ= be  intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy ideal (subalgebra) of X. Recall 

that )()0( xAA µµ ≥  and )()0( xAA λλ ≤ , for all Xx ∈ . Since, ∗=∗∗∗ yxyzx ())((  

zyxzx ∗≤∗∗ )() , it follows from the hypothesis that )),(({)( xyzTx AA ∗∗≥ µµ  

)}( zyA ∗µ and )}()),(({)( zyxyzSx AAA ∗∗∗≤ λλλ . Hence ),( AAA λµ= is  
intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideal of X.  
 
Theorem 4.11. If ),( AAA λµ= is an (T,S)- intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of X, then 

for any 0...*)*)*(...((,,.....,, 2121 =∈ nn aaaxXaaax  , implies 

)}()......(),(),({)( 321 nAAAAA aaaaTx µµµµµ ≥ ,
)}(),.......(),({)( 21 nAAAA aaaSx λλλλ ≤  

Proof: Using induction on n and Definition  , Lemmas 4.11 and 4.7, the proof is 
straightforward. 
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Lemma 4.12. An ),( AAA λµ= is an intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideal of X if and 

only if the fuzzy sets ,Aµ AA λλ −= 1
~

 are T- fuzzy medial ideals of X. 

Proof: Let ),( AAA λµ= is an intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideal of X. Clearly, ,Aµ  

is a T-fuzzy medial ideal of X. For every Xyx ∈, , we have −≥−= 1)0(1)0(
~

AA λλ  

)(
~

)( xx AA λλ =  and =∗∗∗−≥−= )}(),(({1)(1)(
~

zyxyzSxx AAA λλλλ                              

{ =∗−∗∗− )}(1),((1 zyxyzT AA λλ )}(
~

),((
~

{ zyxyzT AA ∗∗∗ λλ .Hence Aλ~ is a T-
fuzzy medial ideal of X. 

Conversely, assume that Aµ and AA λλ −=1
~

are  T-fuzzy medial ideals of X. For 

every Xyx ∈, , we get )()0( xAA µµ ≥ , )(1)(
~

)0(1 xx AAA λλλ −=≥− , that is, )0(Aλ  

)(xAλ≤ ; )},(),(({)( zyxyzTx AAA ∗∗∗≥ µµµ and ≥=− )(
~

)(1 xx AA λλ yzT A ((
~

{ ∗λ  

=∗∗ )}(
~

), zyx Aλ T{1- =∗−∗∗ )}(1),(( zyxyz AA λλ  

1- zS A ({λ ∗ )}(),( zyxy A ∗∗ λ that is, )}(),(({)( zyxyzSx AAA ∗∗∗≤ λλλ .Hence 

),( AAA λµ= is an intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial  ideal of X. 
 
Theorem 4.13. Let ),( AAA λµ= be an IFS in X. Then ),( AAA λµ= is an intuitionistic 

(T, S)-fuzzy medial ideal of X if and only if ΩA = ( ,Aµ Aµ~ ) and ΣA = )
~

,( AA λλ  are 
(T,S)-fuzzy medial ideal of X. 

Proof: If ),( AAA λµ= is an intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideal of X, then ,Aµ  Aλ~  

Aλ−= 1  are T- fuzzy medial ideals of X from Lemma 3.13, hence ΩA = ( ,Aµ Aµ~ ) and 

ΣA = )
~

,( AA λλ   are intuitionistic (T,S)-fuzzy medial ideals of X.  

Conversely, if _ΩA = ( ,Aµ Aµ~ ) and ΣA = )
~

,( AA λλ  are intuitionistic (T,S)- 

fuzzy medial ideals of X, then the fuzzy sets ,Aµ AA λλ −= 1
~

 are T- fuzzy medial ideals 

of X, hence ),( AAA λµ= is an intuitionistic  (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideals of X. 
 
Definition 4.14. Let ),( AAA λµ= be an intuitionistic fuzzy set of X, we define the 

following: For any ]1,0[∈t  and nonempty fuzzy sets µ , λ  in X, the set =:),( tL Aµ  

})(|{ txXx ≥∈ µ is called t-level cut of Aµ , and the set )(|{:),( xXxsU A λλ ∈=  

}s≤ is called s-level cut of Aλ . 
 
Theorem 4.15. An IFS ),( AAA λµ=  is intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideal of X if 

and only if for all ]1,0[, ∈ts , the set ),( tL Aµ  and ),( sU Aλ are either empty or medial 
ideals of X. 
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Proof: Let ),( AAA λµ=  be intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideal of X and ),( tL Aµ  

),( sU Aλφ ≠≠ . Since tA ≥)0(µ  and sA ≤)0(λ , let Xzyx ∈,,  be such that ∗∗ yz (  

)x  ),( tL Aµ∈  and ),( tLzy Aµ∈∗ , then txyzA ≥∗∗ ))((µ  and )( zyA ∗µ  t≥ , it 

follows that tzyzyxTx AAA ≥∗∗∗≥ )}()),(({)( µµµ , we get ),( tLx Aµ∈ . Hence 

),( tL Aµ is a medial ideal of X. Now let Xzyx ∈,,  be such that )( xyz ∗∗ ),( sU Aλ∈  

and ),( sUzy Aλ∈∗ , then  sxyzA ≤∗∗ ))((λ  and )( zyA ∗λ  s≤  which imply that 

szyxyzSx AAA ≤∗∗∗≤ )}()),(({)( λλλ . Thus ),( sUx Aλ∈  and therefore ),( sU Aλ is 
a medial ideal of X.  

Conversely, assume that for each ]1,0[, ∈ts , the sets ),( tL Aµ and ),( sU Aλ are 

either empty or medial ideal of X. For any Xx ∈ , let txA =)(µ and sxA =)(λ . Then 

∈x  I),( tL Aµ ),( sU Aλ and so ),( tL Aµ ),( sU Aλφ ≠≠ . Since ),( tL Aµ and ),( sU Aλ    

are medial ideals of X, therefore∈0 I),( tL Aµ ),( sU Aλ . Hence, tA ≥)0(µ )(xAµ=  

and )()0( xs AA λλ =≤ for all Xx ∈ . If there exist Xzyx ∈′′′ ,, be such that )(xA ′µ  

)}()),(({ zyxyzT AA ′∗′′∗′∗′< µµ . Then by taking ∗′∗′+′= yzTxt AA (({)({
2

1
0 µµ  

)}}(), zyx A ′∗′′ µ , we get )}()),(({)( 0 zyxyzTtx AAA ′∗′′∗′∗′<<′ µµµ  and hence 

∉′x ),( 0tL Aµ , ∈′∗′∗′ )( xyz ),( 0tL Aµ  and ∈′∗′ zy ),( 0tL Aµ , i.e. ),( 0tL Aµ  is not 

a medial ideal of X, which make a contradiction. Finally assume that there exist cba ,,  

X∈  such that )}()),(({)( cbabcSa AAA ∗∗∗> λλλ . Then by taking += )({
2

1
:0 as Aλ  

)}}(),(({ cbabcS AA ∗∗∗ λλ , we get )()}()),(({ 0 ascbabcS AAA λλλ <<∗∗∗ .  

Therefore, ∈∗∗ ))(( abc   ),( 0sU Aλ  and ∈∗ cb ),( 0sU Aλ , but ∉a ),( 0sU Aλ , which 

make a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
 
5. The image (preimage) of intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideals 
Let )0,,( ∗X and )0,,( ′∗′Y be BCI-algebras. A mapping YXf →:  is said to be a 

homomorphism if )()()( yfxfyxf ∗′=∗  for all Xyx ∈ , . Note that if YXf →:  is 

a homomorphism of BCI-algebras, then 0)0( ′=f . Let YXf →:  be a homomorphism 

of BCI-algebras. For any IFS ),( AAA λµ=  in Y, define an IFS ),( f
A

f
A

fA λµ=  in X 

by ))((:)( xfx A
f
A µµ = , and ))((:)( xfx A

f
A λλ = for all Xx ∈ .  

 
Theorem 5.1. Let YXf →:  be a homomorphism of BCI-algebras and let ,( AA µ=  

)Aλ  be an IFS in Y. If A  is   intuitionistic (T,S)-fuzzy medial, then ),( f
A

f
A

fA λµ=  is  
intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideal of X.  
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Proof: For all Xzyx ∈,, , we have ))0(()0())((:)( fxfx AAA
f
A µµµµ =≤= = 

)0(f
Aµ , and )0())((:)( AA

f
A xfx λλλ ≥=  )0())0(( f

AA f λλ == . Now =:)(xf
Aµ  

))}()(())),()(()(({))(( zfyfxfyfzfTxf AAA ∗∗∗≥ µµµ ∗= )(({ zfT Aµ xyf ∗(  

))}(()),((({))}(()), zyfxyzfTzyf AAA ∗∗∗=∗ µµµ ∗= zT f
A ({µ )),( xy ∗  yf

A (µ  

)}z∗ . Similarly, ≤)(xf
Aλ )}()),(({ zyxyzS f

A
f
A ∗∗∗ λλ . Hence ),( f

A
f
A

fA λµ=  is an 
intuitionistic (T,S)-fuzzy medial ideal in X.  
 
Theorem 5.2. Let YXf →:  be an epimorphism of BCI-algebras and let ),( AAA λµ=  

be an IFS in Y. If ),( f
A

f
A

fA λµ=  is intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideal of X, then 

),( AAA λµ=  is intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideal in Y.  

Proof: For any Ya ∈ , there exists Xx ∈ such that axf =)( .Then  

),0())0(()0()())(()( AA
f
A

f
AAA fxxfa µµµµµµ ==≤==  

).0())0(()0()())(()( AA
f
A

f
AAA fxxfa λλλλλλ ==≥==  

Let Ycba ∈,, , there exists Xzyx ∈,, such that czfbyfaxf === )(,)(,)( . It 

follows that )}()),(({)())(()( zyxyzTxxfa f
A

f
A

f
AAA ∗∗∗≥== µµµµµ = AT µ{  

= ))}(()),((( zyfxyzf A ∗∗∗ µ = ))}()(()),()(({ zfyfxyfzfT AA ∗∗∗ µµ AT µ{=
))}()(())),()(()(( zfyfxfyfzf A ∗∗∗ µ )}()),(({ cbabcT AA ∗∗∗= µµ .  

Similarly, )(aAλ )}()),(({ cbabcS AA ∗∗∗≤ λλ . This completes the proof. 
 
6. Cartesian product of intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideals 
Let µ  and λ  be two fuzzy sets in the set X. the product ]1,0[: →×× XXµλ  is 

defined by )}(),({),)(( yxTyx µλµλ =× , for all Xyx ∈, . Let ),,( AAXA λµ=  and 

),,( BBXB λµ=  be two IFS of X, the Cartesian product ,( XXBA ×=×   

) , BABA λλµµ ××  is defined by )}(),({),)(( yxTyx BABA µµµµ =×  and )( BA λλ ×   

)}(),({),( yxSyx BA λλ= , where ]1,0[: →×× XXBA µµ  and →×× XXBA :µµ  
]1,0[   for all Xyx ∈, . 

 
Remark 6.1. Let X and Y be BCI-algebras, we define* on X ×Y by,for every 

YXvuyx ×∈),(),,( , ),(),(),( vyuxvuyx ∗∗=∗ . Clearly ))0,0(,;( ∗×YX  is BCI-
algebra. 
 
Proposition 6.2. Let ),,( AAXA µλ= , ),,( BBXB µλ=  be intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial 

ideals of X, then BA×  is intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideal of XX × .  
Proof: For all Xyx ∈, , ≥=× )}0(),0({)0,0)(( BABA T µµµµ  =)}(),({ yxT BA µµ  

),)(( yxBA µµ × and )}(),({)}0(),0({)0,0)(( yxSS BABABA λλλλλλ ≤=×  ×= Aλ(  

),)( yxBλ .  Now, let XXzzyyxx ×∈),(),,(),,( 212121 , then    
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    ))},(),)((())),,(),((),)(({( 2121212121 zzyyxxyyzzT BABA ∗×∗∗× µµµµ                              

= )},)(()),,(),)(({( 2211221121 zyzyxyxyzzT BABA ∗∗×∗∗∗× µµµµ                              

= )},)(()),(),()({( 2211222111 zyzyxyzxyzT BABA ∗∗×∗∗∗∗× µµµµ                              

= )}}(),({))},(()),(({{ 2211222111 zyzyTxyzxyzTT BABA ∗∗∗∗∗∗ µµµµ                   

= )}()),(({)},()),(({{ 2222211111 zyxyzTzyxyzTT BBAA ∗∗∗∗∗∗ µµµµ                             

),)(()(),({ 2121 xxxxT BABA µµµµ ×=≤ .  

Similarly we can prove that, ))),,(),((),)(({( 212121 xxyyzzS BA ∗∗× λλ )( BA λλ ×  

 ))},(),(( 2121 zzyy ∗ ≥ ),)(( 21 xxBA λλ × .  
 
Example 6.3. Let X = {0, 1, 2, 3} be a set with a binary operation ∗  as example 4.6  

Then








=×
)3,3(),2,3(),1,3(),0,3(),3,2(),2,2(),1,2(),0,2(

),3,1(),2,1(),1,1(),0,1(),3,0(),2,0(),1,0(),0,0(
XX , we define* on X ×X by 

for every XXvuyx ×∈),(),,( , ),(),(),( vyuxvuyx ∗∗=∗ . By routine calculations 

))0,0(,;( ∗× XX  is BCI-algebra. 

Let ]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[: →×mT  be a functions defined by Tm (α, β) = max {α + β − 

1, 0} and ]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[: →×mS   by { }1),(1min),( βαβα +−=mS for all    α, β ∈ [0, 

1].  Let ),,( Bλλµµ ×××=× ABAXXBA intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideals of X define 

by 
{ }
{ }




∈
∈

=
3,22.0

1,09.0
),(

yorxif

yorxif
yxAµ       ,  { }




∈
=

=
3,22.0

36.0
),(

yorxif

yorxif
yxAλ  

By routine calculations, we can prove that ),,( Bλλµµ ×××=× ABAXXBA , is 

intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideals of XX × . 
 
Definition 6.4. Let ),,( AAXA µλ= and ),,( BBXB µλ=  be IFS of a BCI-algebra X. 

for ]1,0[, ∈ts  the set }),)((|),{(:),( syxXXyxsU BABA ≥××∈=× µµµµ  is 

called upper s-level of ),)(( yxBA µµ ×  and the set =× ),( tL BA λλ |),{( XXyx ×∈  

}),)(( tyxBA ≤×λλ  is called lower t-level of ),)(( yxBA λλ × . 
 
Theorem 6.5. The intuitionistic fuzzy sets ),,( AAXA µλ=  and ),,( BBXB µλ=  are 
intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideals of X if the non-empty set upper s-level cut 

),( sU BA µµ ×  and the non-empty lower t-level cut ),( tL BA λλ ×  are medial ideals of 

XX ×  for all ]1,0[, ∈ts .  

Proof: Let ),,( AAXA µλ= and ),,( BBXB µλ=  be intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial 

ideals of  X, therefore for any ∈),( yx XX × , we have )( BA µµ × )0,0(   

)}0(),0({ BAT µµ= ),)(()}(),({ yxyxT BABA µµµµ ×=≥ .    

Let XXzzyyxx ×∈),(),,(),,( 212121  and ]1,0[∈s , be such that ∗),(( 21 zz   
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 ∈∗ ))),(),(( 2121 xxyy ),( sU BA µµ × and ∈∗ ),(),( 2121 zzyy ),( sU BA µµ × . Now 

),)(( 21 xxBA µµ ×  ))),,( ),(( ),)(({( 212121 xxyyzzT BA ∗∗×≥ µµ  )( BA µµ ×  ∗),(( 21 yy  

))},( 21 zz = )},)(()), ,( ),)(({( 2211221121 zyzyxyxyzzT BABA ∗∗×∗∗∗× µµµµ  

= )},)(()),(z ),()({( 2211222111 zyzyxyxyzT BABA ∗∗×∗∗∗∗× µµµµ sssT =≥ },{ ,

Therefore ∈ ),( 21 xx )),,)((( syxU BA µµ × is a medial ideal of XX × . Similarly we can 

prove that )),,)((( tyxL BA λλ ×  is a medial ideal of XX × .This completes the proof. 
 
7.  Intuitionistic  (T,S)- fuzzy magnified translation medial ideals 
Let ),( AAA λµ=  be intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy subset of a set X, ),(sup{1,0[ xµα −∈  

}]Xx∈ , ]1,0(∈β . An object having the form ))(,)(( α
β

α
β

α
β λµ AAA =  is called magnified 

translation of A if αβµµ α
β += )()()( xx AA  and αβλλ α

β += )()()( xx AA  be such that  

{ } ]21,0(,),(sup1,0[, αβµα −∈∈∀−∈ Xxx .In particular if 1=β , then =α
1A  

))(,)(( 11
αα λµ AA is called intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy translation of A. If 0=α , then 

))(,)(( 000
βββ λµ AAA =  is called intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy multiplication of A. 

 
Example 7.1. Consider the BCI-algebra }3,2,1,0{=X  in example 4.7. Define a fuzzy 

Subsets  AA λµ ,  of X by 

X 0 1 2 3 

µA 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.1 

λB 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.9 

 Since α ϵ [ 0, 1 - sup{µ(x), xϵ X}], β ϵ (0, 1-2 α] , then α ϵ [ 0, 1 - 0.8]=  [0, 0.2]. If we  
take α =0.1 , therefore  ]2.0,0(]21,0( =−∈ αβ . Hence, we  can take 1.0=α , =β  

2.0  and therefore we get the following table : 
 

X 0 1 2 3 
µA 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.1 
λB 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.9 

)()( 1.0
2.0 xAµ  0.26 0.20 0.16 0.12 

)()( 1.0
2.0 xAλ  0.14 0.14 0.22 

 
0.28 

 
 
Let ]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[: →×T  be a function defined by { }0,1max),( −+= βαβαT , and  

]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[: →×S  be a function defined by { }1),(1min),( βαβα +−=S .By 

routine calculations, it is easy to show that ))(,)(( 1.0
2.0

1.0
2.0

1.0
2.0 AAA λµ= , is an intuitionistic 

(T,S) -fuzzy magnified translation of medial ideal on X. 
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Theorem 7.2. The  intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation ))(,)(( α
β

α
β

α
β λµ AAA =  of 

=A  ),( AA λµ is intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideal of X if and only if A is    
intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideal of X. 
Proof: Let ),( AAA λµ= be intuitionistic (T,S)- fuzzy medial ideal of X. Then A is a 

non-empty intuitionistic fuzzy subset of X, and hence α
βA  is also non-empty. Now for 

Xx ∈  we have )()()()0()0()( xx AAAA
α
β

α
β µαβµαβµµ =+≥+= ,          

          )()()()0()0()( xx AAAA
α
β

α
β λαβλαβλλ =+≤+= . 

and ≥+= αβµµ α
β )()()( xx AA  αµµβ +∗∗∗ )})(),(({( zyxyzT AA  = 

})(,)(({ αβµαβµ +∗+∗∗ zyxyzT AA = )}()()),((){( zyxyzT AA ∗∗∗ α
β

α
β µµ  

and ≤+= αβλλ α
β )()()( xx AA  αλλβ +∗∗∗ )})(),(({( zyxyzS AA = 

})(,)(({ αβλαβλ +∗+∗∗ zyxyzS AA = )}()()),((){( zyxyzS AA ∗∗∗ α
β

α
β λλ . 

Hence α
βA  is intuitionistic (T,S) -  fuzzy magnified translation medial ideal of X. 

Conversely, let ))(,)((,
α
β

α
β

α
β λµ AAA =  be intuitionistic (T,S) -  fuzzy magnified 

translation medial ideal of X. Then )()()0()( xAA
α
β

α
β µµ ≥ . i.e αβµ +)0(A ≥  

αβµ +)(xA , therefore )()0( xAA µµ ≥  and +≤+= )()0()0()( xAAA βλαβλλ α
β  

)()( xA
α
βλα = , i.e αβλαβλ +≤+ )()0( xAA , therefore )()0( xAA λλ ≤ .  

Now for all  Xzyx ∈,, , we have 

              ≥=+ )()()( xx AA
α
βµαβµ  )}()()),((){( zyxyzT AA ∗∗∗ α

β
α
β µµ  

                                                     = })(,)(({ αβµαβµ +∗+∗∗ zyxyzT AA  

                                                     = αµµβ +∗∗∗ )})(),(({( zyxyzT AA  ,  

 therefore )}(),(({)( zyxyzTx AAA ∗∗∗≥ µµµ and 

            ≤=+ )()()( xx AA
α
βλαβλ )}()()),((){( zyxyzS AA ∗∗∗ α

β
α
β λλ  

                                                    = })(,)(({ αβλαβλ +∗+∗∗ zyxyzS AA  

                                                   = αλλβ +∗∗∗ )})(),(({( zyxyzS AA  

i.e.  )}(),(({)( zyxyzSx AAA ∗∗∗≤ λλλ . Hence ),( AAA λµ= is intuitionistic (T,S)-   
fuzzy medial ideal of X. 
 

Lemma 7.3. If ))(,)(( α
β

α
β

α
β λµ AAA =  is  intuitionistic (T,S) -  fuzzy magnified   

translation medial ideal and yx ≤  in X, then ),()()()( yx AA
α
β

α
β µµ ≥   

)()()()( yx AA
α
β

α
β λλ ≤ . That is α

βµ )( A is order reserving and α
βλ )( A is order preserving. 

Proof: Let Xyx ∈, be such that yx ≤ , by lemma 4.8, we have )()( yx AA µµ ≥ , and 

                 ≥+= αβµµ α
β )()()( xx AA αβµ +)( yA  = )()( yA

α
βµ  
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Similarly,  ≤+= αβλλ α
β )()()( xx AA αβλ +)(yA = )()( yA

α
βλ . 

 
Lemma 7.4. If ))(,)(( α

β
α
β

α
β λµ AAA =  is intuitionistic (T,S)-  fuzzy magnified translation 

medial ideal and the inequality zyx ≤∗ hold in X, then ),(){()()( yTx AA
α
β

α
β µµ ≥  

α
βµ )( A  )}(z , )}()(),(){()()( zySx AAA

α
β

α
β

α
β λλλ ≤ .  

Proof: Let Xzyx ∈,, be such that zyx ≤∗ . Thus, by Lemma 4.9, we have 

      ≥+= αβµµ α
β )()()( xx AA αµµβ +)})(),({( zyT AA  

       = })(,)({ αβµαβµ ++ zyT AA = )}()(),(){( zyT AA
α
β

α
β µµ . 

Similarly, we can prove that, )}()(),(){()()( zySx AAA
α
β

α
β

α
β λλλ ≤ . 

 
Definition 7.5. Let YXf →:  be a homomorphism of BCI-algebras, for any (T,S)-   

intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation ))(,)(( α
β

α
β

α
β λµ AAA =  of A  in Y. We define 

(T,S)- intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation ))(,)(()( α
β

α
β

α
β λµ f

A
f
A

fA =  in X by 

))(()()()( xfx A
f
A

α
β

α
β µµ =  and ))(()()()( xfx A

f
A

α
β

α
β λλ = , for all x∈X. 

 
Theorem 7.6. Let YXf →:  be a homomorphism of BCI-algebras. If ,)(( α

β
α
β µAA =  

))( α
βλA  is (T,S)- intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation medial ideal, then =fA )( α

β  

))(,)(( α
β

α
β λµ f

A
f
A  is (T,S)- intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation medial ideal  of X.  

Proof: For all x, y, z∈X , we have 

          ))(()(:)()( xfx A
f
A

α
β

α
β µµ = )0()())0(()()0()( α

β
α
β

α
β µµµ f

AAA f ==≤ ,  

and   ))(()(:)()( xfx A
f
A

α
β

α
β λλ = )0()())0(()()0()( α

β
α
β

α
β λλλ f

AAA f ==≥ . 

Now  

)()( xf
A

α
βµ = ))(()( xfA

α
βµ  ))}()(()())),()(()((){( zfyfxfyfzfT AA ∗∗∗≥ α

β
α
β µµ  

                                             = ))}(()())),(()((){( zyfxyfzfT AA ∗∗∗ α
β

α
β µµ  

                                              = ))}(()())),(((){( zyfxyzfT AA ∗∗∗ α
β

α
β µµ  

                                              = )}()()),((){( zyxyzT f
A

f
A ∗∗∗ α

β
α
β µµ ,  

and 

)()( xf
A

α
βλ = ))(()( xfA

α
βλ ))}()(()())),()(()((){( zfyfxfyfzfS AA ∗∗∗≤ α

β
α
β λλ  

                                            = ))}(()())),(()((){( zyfxyfzfS AA ∗∗∗ α
β

α
β λλ  

                                              = ))}(()())),(((){( zyfxyzfS AA ∗∗∗ α
β

α
β λλ  

                                              = )}()()),((){( zyxyzS f
A

f
A ∗∗∗ α

β
α
β λλ .  

Then fA )( α
β  is (T,S)- intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation medial ideal of X.  
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Theorem 7.7. Let YXf →:  be an epimorphism of BCI-algebras and ,)(( α

β
α
β µ AA =  

))( α
βλA  a (T,S)- intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation in Y. If =fA )( α

β  ,)(( α
βµ f

A  

))( α
βλ f

A  is (T,S)-  intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation medial ideal of X, then α
βA  

))(,)(( α
β

α
β λµ AA=  is (T,S)-  intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation medial ideal in Y.  

Proof: For any Ya ∈ , there exists Xx ∈ such that axf =)( .Then )()( aA
α
βµ = α

βµ )( A  

))(( xf = )()( xf
A

α
βµ  )0()( α

βµ f
A≤ = ))0(()( fA

α
βµ = )0()( α

βµA , and )()( aA
α
βλ = α

βλ )( A  

))(( xf = )()( xf
A

α
βλ  )0()( α

βλ f
A≥ = ))0(()( fA

α
βλ = )0()( α

βλA . Now, let Ycba ∈,, , and 

czfbyfaxf === )(,)(,)( , for some Xzyx ∈,, . It follows that 

)()( aA
α
βµ = ))(()( xfA

α
βµ = )()( xf

A
α
βµ  

                                           )}()()),((){( zyxyzT f
A

f
A ∗∗∗≥ α

β
α
β µµ  

                                           = ))}(()())),(((){( zyfxyzfT AA ∗∗∗ α
β

α
β µµ  

                                          = ))}(()())),(()((){( zyfxyfzfT AA ∗∗∗ α
β

α
β µµ  

                                          = ))}()(()())),()(()((){( zfyfxfyfzfT AA ∗∗∗ α
β

α
β µµ  

                                          = )}()()),((){( cbabcT AA ∗∗∗ α
β

α
β µµ ,and 

)()( aA
α
βλ = ))(()( xfA

α
βλ = )()( xf

A
α
βλ  

                                           )}()()),((){( zyxyzS f
A

f
A ∗∗∗≤ α

β
α
β λλ  

                                           = ))}(()())),(((){( zyfxyzfS AA ∗∗∗ α
β

α
β λλ  

                                          = ))}(()())),(()((){( zyfxyfzfS AA ∗∗∗ α
β

α
β λλ  

                                          = ))}()(()())),()(()((){( zfyfxfyfzfS AA ∗∗∗ α
β

α
β λλ  

                                          = )}()()),((){( cbabcS AA ∗∗∗ α
β

α
β λλ  

This completes the proof. 
 
8. Conclusion 
In the present paper, we have introduced the concept of (T,S)-intuitionistic fuzzy 
magnified translation medial ideal in  BCI –algebras and investigated some of their useful 
properties. We believe that these results are very useful in developing algebraic structures 
also these definitions and main results can be similarly extended to some other algebraic 
structure such as PS -algebras, Q-algebras, SU-algebras, IS- algebras,β -algebras, PU- 
algebras and semirings. It is our hope that this work would other foundations for further 
study of the theory of BCI-algebras. In our future study of fuzzy structure of BCI-
algebras, may be the following topics should be considered:  

1) To establish the interval valued intuitionistic (T,S)-fuzzy medial subalgebras 
(ideals).  

2) Bipolar of  intuitionistic (T,S)-fuzzy medial subalgebras (ideals). 
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3) To consider the structure of )~(τ -interval–valued intuitionistic (T,S)-fuzzy medial 
subalgebras (ideals) of BCI-algebras. 

4) Soft sets with applications of intuitionistic (T,S)-fuzzy medial subalgebras (ideals) 
of BCI-algebras. 

 

Algorithm for BC I-algebras  

Input ( :X set, :∗ binary operation) 

Output (“X is a BCI -algebra or not”) 
Begin 
If φ=X  then go to (1.); 
End If 

If X∉0  then go to (1.); 

End If 
Stop: =false; 

1:=i ; 

While Xi ≤  and not (Stop) do 

If 0≠∗ ii xx  then 

Stop: = true; 
End If 

1:=j  
While Xj ≤  and not (Stop) do 

If  ,0))(( ≠∗∗∗ jjii yyxx then  

Stop: = true; 
End If 
End If 

1:=k  
While Xk ≤  and not (Stop) do 

If ,0)())()(( ≠∗∗∗∗∗ ikkiji yzzxyx  then  

Stop: = true; 
     End If 
   End  While 
 End  While 
End While 
If Stop then  
Output (“X is not a BCI-algebra”) 
Else  
   Output (“X is a BCI -algebra”) 
     End If. 

Algorithm for fuzzy subsets 
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Input ( :X BCI-algebra, ]1,0[: →Xµ ); 

Output (“A is a fuzzy subset of X  or not”) 
Begin 
Stop: =false; 

1:=i ; 

While Xi ≤  and not (Stop) do 

If ( 0)( <ixµ ) or ( 1)( >ixµ ) then 

Stop: = true; 
End If 
   End  While 
If Stop then  
Output (“µ is a fuzzy subset ofX  ”) 
Else  
   Output (“µ is not a fuzzy subset ofX ”) 
     End If 
End. 

Algorithm for medial -ideals 

Input ( :X BCI-algebra, :I subset of X ); 
Output (“I is an medial -ideals of X  or not”); 
Begin 
If φ=I  then go to (1.); 
End If 
 If I∉0  then go to (1.); 
End If 
Stop: =false; 

1:=i ; 

While Xi ≤  and not (Stop) do 

1:=j  
While Xj ≤  and not (Stop) do 

1:=k  

While Xk ≤  and not (Stop) do 

If   Ixyz ijk ∈∗∗ )( and Izy kj ∈∗  then  

If Ixi ∉  then 

    Stop: = true; 
          End If 
       End If 
    End  While 
 End  While 
End While 
If Stop then  
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Output (“I is is an medial -ideals of X ”) 
Else  
(1.) Output (“I is not is an medial -ideals ofX ”) 
     End If 
End . 
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